NORDISK PANORAMA ’12
NINTH FESTIVAL OF NORDIC DOCUMENTARIES AND SHORT FILMS

REPORT
Program: Film festival of short, documentary and animated films from the Nordic region (Denmark,
Sweden, Finland, Norway, Iceland)
Project organizer: Balkankult Foundation
Co-organizer: Belgrade Cultural Center
Support: Nordic embassies in Belgrade
Sponsorship: Company ACTAVIS, Grand Motors - VOLVO
International partners: Filmkontakt Nord; producers and
distributers from Nordic regions
Places of realization: Belgrade Cultural Center; Cultural
Center Student City, Belgrade; Novi Sad Cultural Center;
Center for Culture, Nis; Cultural Center, Zrenjanin; Cultural
Center Obrenovac; Cultural Center, Čačak; Zajecar Cultural
Center; Leskovac Cultural Center; Kraljevo Cultural Center;
Cultural Center, Grocka
Start of realization: February 17-21, 2012.
Time of realization: throughout the year 2012

Introduction
The Balkankult Foundation is organizing the Nordisk Panorama film festival which takes place
in Belgrade and other cities in Serbia, for the ninth time.
The Festival Nordisk Panorama '12, is a unique international film festival and has been showing
a selection of the best documentary, short and animated films from the newest Nordic production for
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seven years now. The festival is a result of inter-regional and international cooperation between
Balkankult, the Belgrade Cultural Center and partners from the Nordic regions.
After the Belgrade screenings the program will be shown in other Serbian cities throughout
2012: Niš, Novi Sad, Zrenjanin, Obrenovac, Čačak, Leskovac, Zaječar, Kraljevo, Grocka, etc.

Festival programme
The content and program of the Festival Nordisk Panorama '12 is based on the 22nd Nordisk
Panorama - Five Cities Film Festival which was held in Aarhus (Denmark) from September 23 - 28,
2011.
The continuous and increasing output of viable and acclaimed documentaries from the Nordic
countries has managed to combine a strong dedication in
global, political, social issues as well as more intimate or
personal concerns, with an increased awareness of the
importance of professional craftsmanship from development
to post-production.
For this year’s Nordic competition program, high
quality, interesting, evocative and thought provoking films
have been selected.
But as a matter of fact, pausing for another moment
at the gender issue, it did cause some thoughts to realize that
most of the films selected were directed by men. This is a
delicate issue, as there is no such thing as an over-all
agreement that the selection of films should be balanced
with respect to the gender of the director. How ever, a certain degree of balance is appropriate. But
how should this issue be tackled? And how should the various roles be taken into account? What if the
director is a man, the producer a woman and the main character a woman? How should a film of that
kind count, with respect to gender? There are a lot of things to consider! Luckily, film art and the film
profession are constantly and lively developing – and so are perceptions of gender and gender issues.
Karen Rais-Nordentoft, Director of the Festival at Aarhus (Denmark)
The program for the ninth Nordisk Panorama festival was put by Dimitrije Vujadinović from
the Balkankult Foundation.
While each of the selected films is special in its own way, taken together they resemble a
mosaic that portrays a general picture on essential human values re-examined daily through small
“events“. As Horatus wisely said: It’s the little things that make big things possible.
Many of these films have been awarded at European festivals.
At this year's festival, two special film programs ware shown for the first time: Nordic
Children's Films and Sami Short Films.
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This year’s special Sami selection – the first of its kind, will consist of 12 short films that focus
on, and draw inspiration from, Sami culture and identity. The Sami region covers a large geographical
area in Northern Europe and crosses the national borders of
Norway, Sweden, Finland and Russia. Through sharing a
common language and a traditional way of living the Sami
people remain culturally independent from the national
majorities in these countries. The Sami minority is
comprised of approximately 75,000 people, 40,000 of
which reside in Norway. In societies governed by market
economics and protected property rights, there is increasingly little space for traditional Sami living,
based on a sense of community and respect for nature
The festival program consists of 40 films of 1.062 minutes in total (Nordic Children's Films
consists of 5 films which are 71 minutes and the Sami Shorts program consists of 12 films, 92 minutes.

Special programs
In the Artget Gallery of the Cultural Center of Belgrade,
featured an exhibition of a famous Icelandic photographer
Ragnar Axelsson Rax - Between Fire and Ice. The
exhibition is the author’s photographic rendering of his native
Iceland, a land characterized by dramatically different
landscapes and scenes of life - either locked in ice or erupting
in fire. The exhibition was mounted on the occasion of the
screening of a documentary The Last Days of the Arctic, which portrays this renowned Icelandic
photographer .
In the Center for Cultural Decontamination, from
February 16 - 20, there was a video-audio installation of
the Norwegian artist Ingrid Berven - Passion and
Polemics (Pasjon og Polemikk) featuring 12 critics who
reply to 15 questions asked by the artist. The questions
seek to re-examine the role and importance of critique in
contemporary art and society in general. At the same time,
they touch upon gender issues, democracy, capitalism and
consumer society. The replies presented simultaneously on 6 projections result in a cacophony of
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voices and scores of visual images creating an impression that the critics seem to be fighting in vain to
conquer an independent space where they can freely present their views. The exhibition was opened by
Ingrid Berven, a guest at the Festival.
Target audience
The program is especially attractive to younger audiences (school and student youth),
intellectuals and film fans. Eight-years experience has shown that the public, which follows these
programs, is not very numerous (compared to products of the entertainment industry) but is very
educated, which is understandable since these programs tend to attract the interest of the creative
potential of out society.
Cinema Audience Counter: Belgrade Cultural Centre about 1.169 Students City Cultural
Center about 250. The exhibition Between Fire and Ice was seen by
over 500 visitors.
The opening ceremony
Inauguration organized on February 17, at the Cinema Hall of
the Belgrade Cultural Center, at 7 p.m. About the festival talked
Nebojsa Popovic, film editor, Mia David, director of Cultural Center
and Dimitrije Vujadinovic, director of the Balkankult Foundation.
The Second Opening night was held at Student City Cultural Centre,
on February the 18th, at 7 p.m.

Distribution of printed materials
Posters placed at the front of Belgrade Cultural Centre, Students City
Cultural Center in Belgrade, in front of The Cinema Hall of BCC, Inside Movie Bar, Inside BCC, In
front of Billet Service, At Faculty of Philology (first and fourth floor), At Academy of Film and
Drama, etc.
Catalogue:

Distributed

to

audiences

(Belgrade Cultural Centre, Students City
Cultural

Center

in

Belgrade),

Press

representatives, Students of University in
Belgrade, the representatives of embassies
and sponsor.
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Invitation: Distributed to BCC, Nordic embassies, sponsor and the rest went to friends of the
Foundation.

Media coverage
The

festival

has

extraordinary

communication with printed and electronic
media.
Press conference was held on Thursday, 09
February 2012, at the gallery ARTGET
(Belgrade Cultural Centre). The programme
was presented by Mr. Dimitrije Vujadinović (Balkankult Foundation); Mr. Nebojsa Popovic, (film
editor of the Belgrade Cultural Centre), Maja Gedosev (communication manager of the company
ACTAVIS) and Vesna Vukajlovic (marketing manager of the Festival).
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Attending media representatives: SEEcult, Tanjug, Beta, CoRD, Danas, Politika, Kulturni pregled,
RTS, TV Studio B, Radio Studio B, Radio Beograd I, Radio 202, Radio Beograd II, etc.
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